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as i said before, the gameplay is very unique and different from other rpgs. there are no classes or levels or any of that junk. instead, each character has a certain skill set which can be built up and upgraded. you arent locked into any type of battle, so you can switch characters at will, and you can
also switch between normal attacks and special attacks. there are three basic categories of attacks, and each has a set of special attacks that you can do depending on how high your attack skill is. the range of your attacks also depends on the type of weapon you are using, and you have two basic

weapons, a sword and a staff. you can also use an amulet, which increases your life, your attack, and your weapon skill. just like in other rpgs, you can also gain experience points by killing monsters, and can gain more experience if you choose to use potions or items. as you gain experience, you will
level up your character, and your stats will go up. you will also be able to increase your skill level. each time you level up, you will also be able to equip new accessories, like rings and belts, which can raise the skills of your weapon, and other things like that. as you get to the higher levels, you can
also use better items, which will improve your stats, but will also cost more gold. at one point in the game, the only thing you can use is a hat, so you will have to get some better equipment if you want to survive. luckily, you have plenty of resources to do so, since nox is a quest-based game. there
are nine levels in the game, each with a different theme and a different feel. it starts off slow, then it gets darker and colder. theres some action, some character development, and some well written dialogue. the story, though not the most original i've seen, is pretty decent and well told. overall, i

didnt mind the level of realism, as it added to the ambience. i liked the visuals, i liked the voice acting, and i liked the pace. the only issue i had was the fact that most of the dialogue choices were the same for every character. youd think for nine characters, there would be more variety in dialogue,
but there wasnt.
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overall, the game plays very well. you can even play co-op, so you can play
with a friend. the graphics and music are great. it is easy to play, but hard to
beat. the story is very entertaining. i would recommend this game to anyone
who likes to play action/adventure games, and i would defiantly recommend
this game to anyone who likes a good story. this game is definetly worth it. i
would give this game a 7.5 out of 10. nox is an action-adventure game with
a wonderful story, easy to understand, fun to play and a quick enough pace
to keep you entertained. it also features a great gameplay. the environment
is beautiful, while the characters and the animations are amazing. the plot is
very interesting and the puzzles are challenging. the story is very good, but
the gameplay is very boring. the story is about a group of people who are

sent on a mission to stop an evil cult. the gameplay is very boring. the
characters look very cool, but the story is very boring. the characters sound
and talk like they were made to sound. they say what the game wants you
to think they are saying, not what they really mean. the story is really too

short and the gameplay is really too boring. i would give this game a 5 out of
10. the game is a fun, easy to play action-adventure game. you can play
single player, or you can play co-op. the gameplay is fun, but the story is

very boring. the graphics are good, but the sound is very annoying. i would
recommend this game to anyone who likes to play action-adventure games,

and to anyone who likes a good story. this game is definetly worth it.
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